**Parent Guide: Robots – Create (Day 2 of 3)**

Robot Troubleshooting, Recycled Robot, The Robot Dance

1. **Robot Troubleshooting**
   Troubleshooting is a key skill, because let’s face it...robots, toys, and life often don’t go as expected. Teach your kids the tech of troubleshooting, but also the art of resilience, determination, and repair!

   **Supplies Needed:**
   - various broken toys or mechanical items
   - q-tips
   - oil
   - a screwdriver
   - a magnifying glass

   Join us on our Facebook page for instructions!

2. **Recycled Robot**
   Reuse what you have to make something new...bonus points if the joints move!

   **Supplies Needed:**
   - cardboard boxes and tubes of varying sizes
   - tin foil, gray duct tape, or gray paint
   - buttons, straws, other craft items
   - scissors
   - masking or clear tape
   - glue

   Join us on our Facebook page for instructions!

3. **The Robot Dance**
   (source: Les Mills Born To Move via YouTube)

   "Show me your favorite robot pose!"

   A great, guided aerobic exercise to get those hearts pumping and minds imagining all at the same time. "Dance, dance, dance, dance...dance like a robot."

   Visit the link on our website to get going!